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Aceable answers chapter 4

Choose a Word:1. Hill parking2. perpendicular parking3. turn4. push-pull5 address. parallel parking6. understeer7. parking angle8. oversteer9. benchmark10. standard benchmark11. hand-to-hand steering12. Personal reference pointUse the image: A. point inside the streetB. out of C Street. point out of the street (curb)D. point out of the
streetPrbasa of your knowledge:1. That's right2. That's right.3 That's right4. False5. That's right6. False7. That's right.8 False9. That's right10. FixIdentify turnabout:1. medium block U-turn2. back at the entrance on the right side3. enter the entrance on the right side4. at the entrance on the left or right side5. Three-point rotationUse
diagrams: A. motorcyclist on the leftB. car on the rightC. A - draw arrows to the left in the nearest lane (one next to the sidewalk) B - draw right arrows on the nearest lane (inner rail)Select the hand and arm positions:1. D2. D3. E4. A5. D6. E7. D8. B9. C10. B11. A12. DComplete instructions on turning procedures:1. right2. brake3. traffic4.
pedestrians5. pedestrian crossing6. left7. front8. center9. nearest 10. accelerateUse image:1. A - 8 feet B - 6 feet2. 2 - 3 feet3. Flash brake lights and use the turn signal4. rear bumper5. when the front bumper is even with the rear bumper of the vehicle on the left Do you think you know everything that goes on in the Aceable office? Here
are 17 secrets Aceable employees will never tell you. We just read all your reviews from the App Store and Google Play. All of them. We even discussed select reviews at our weekly meetings as a way to motivate the team and learn what we can do best. We get a lot of calls from people who think Aceable is the driver's license office. It's
not, but we'll help you find it. 3. In addition, the people who answer these phone calls are some of the nicest and most hard-working people we know. Be nice to them back. We get dizzy when you tweet or label us in an insta. We especially love your permission and license selfies because they make us feel like a proud mom/dad/robot.
Also, loL when people troll us on social media. Only... No. Mmmmmk.Our office matches the course design. There's a lot of bluish and white, and more than one illustration of Ace, we spend a lot of time wondering what teenagers do and like and care about. Even though some of us were teenagers like five years ago. (A lot has changed
since 2011, okay?) We know strangely specific information about state laws, especially those related to driving. For example, in North Carolina, mopeds are not entitled to a full lane, other cars can pass them into the same lane. Strange, isn't it? In addition, the official drink of almost every state is milk. 9. There are people in our office
whose main job is to test the product to make sure it works perfectly for you. To do this, we have created about a million different accounts and some of us probably know the first chapter of each memory course. When you give us your opinion, respond to our survey or responding to our DMs really means the world. We absolutely love
our customers. Ace's voice is a guy named ... ah, never mind, we're not going to spoil that. No, it's not like we really care that you learn safe driving skills and are responsible on the road. We need our baby Acelets to stay safe and sound!!! We're not obsessed with driving. Some of us walk or bike to work instead. Environmentally friendly
for victory! We remember the names of some of our first students. Heart. 15. We love education, and not just driver education. It's not uncommon to find a team member who gives a presentation on a topic he's passionate about, such as improvisation, cybersecurity, or body language, to name a few. We'll probably play Pokémon Go more
than you do. We think he's adorable when you say you'll miss Ace at the end of the course. Promise me he'll miss you too. Level 1 Aceble Chapter 4: Must be a signal You are approaching a flashing red light at an intersection. Cars on the street have no light. What should you do? You're approaching a flashing light at an intersection. Cars
on the street have no light. What should you do? A) Stop and give the right of way only to the vehicle on your right B) Stop completely and drive forward when you can safely do so C) Make a rolling stop as the red light is flashing D) Go ahead. Stops are for solid red LIGHTS ANS:B) Stop completely and drive forward when you can safely
do what should you do at a yellow traffic light? ANS:Stop if it's safe to do so. What should you do if you need to turn left on a flashing yellow traffic signal? ANS:Performance to incoming traffic. Emma's waiting at a red light. When the light turns green, Emma must _____ before driving forward. ANS:Check right and left for careless drivers.
Ryan's father is driving a semi-truck when he sees this sign ahead. What are you doing now? Ryan's father is driving a semi-truck when he sees the sign ahead. What are you doing now? ANS:Ryan's father checks that the load on his semi-truck is at least 12' 6./it's no higher than 12'6 You're driving down the road when you see this signal.
What is its meaning? ANS: The road surface ahead is in poor condition. Take it easy. What should you do when you see a wet road sign? What should you do when you see this on the way? ANS: The road ahead is slippery when wet, so slow, and doesn't do sudden maneuvers If you see the lane reduction signal on a two-lane road,
what does it mean? ANS:The number of lanes is about to shrink. Beware of the fusion of the What does the pedestrian sign announce? ANS: You're close to a street that a lot of people cross. Drive carefully. What can happen if you drive on the shoulder of the road near a soft shoulder sign? What can happen if you drive on the shoulder
of the road near this sign? ANS:You may lose control of your vehicle (because the pavement side is smooth) Riley is driving down the road. What should you do when you see this sign? Riley's driving down the road. What you should make in sight of a truck signal? ANS:Riley should watch out for trucks on this heavy truck route. What
allows drivers to know what lets drivers know? This sign lets drivers know that ____. (WHEEL CHAIR IMAGE) ANS:You should be aware of people with disabilities or wheelchairs./they should monitor people in wheelchairs You are leaving the road when a speed limit sign appears. What does that mean? ANS:Shows the speed at which
the ramp can safely travel./the speed at which you can travel safely Before turning right on a red light, you must first ____. ANS:Come to a full stop If you have a green traffic light, you don't have to give in by turning left ANS:FALSE According to the National Security Commission, how many officers lost the lives of motorists who violate
the Move Act? ANS: 14 If an emergency vehicle on the side of the road has the lights on, it must ____. ANS: Move a lane or slow down or slow down when you see a blind pedestrian with a cane that starts crossing the road in front of you, what should you do? ANS:Wait for them to finish walking across the street Drivers should always
give pedestrians the right of way. ANS:TRUE sees this sign while driving. What course of action should you take? (BUMP sign) sees a signal that says hit while driving. What course of action should you take? sees a 'BUMP' signal while driving. What course of action should you take? ANS:Pete must slow down to avoid uncomfortable
shaking. Driving to school, you see this sign over the lane you're in. What should you do? (HOV 2+ ONLY 6AM-9AM MON-FRI) Driving yourself to school, you see am HOV lane sign in your lane. What should you do? ANS:Change lanes. Only high-occupancy vehicles can use this in the A.M. Can you wait in a parking space with a
reserved parking sign without a disability license plate? Can you wait in this parking space without a disability license plate? ANS: No. You can only park there with a disability license plate. Parking in a disabled place without proper permission can result in ANS:ends and community service In view of a stop sign, Stella must ____. In view
of this, Stella must ANS: make a complete stop without blocking the pedestrian crossing What does a forced photo signal warn you of? ANS:Running a red light will be captured on the camera. At a four-way stop, give drivers the right way at a 4-way stop, give in the right of way to ANS drivers: who will first arrive at the intersection On a
road with an emergency stop signal only, you can stop on your shoulder to take a break? On a road with an emergency stop signal ONLY, can it be stopped in the to take a break? ANS: No. This part of the shoulder of the road can only be used for emergencies. Mile stalls are __ on interstates starting on the state line. Mile signs are
located __ on interstates starting on each state line A) every 10 miles B) every 5 miles C) randomly D) every ANS:D mile) every mile Railroad warning signs warn _____. A) If a train is B) If it is time to make a C dance train) If it is not safe to cross tracks D) If you are approaching or next to an ANS:D railway) If you are approaching or next
to a railway Where is this sign located? (DO NOT ENTER the sign) ANS: On one-way streets, looking in the opposite direction of the LOOP traffic flow 444 signs of short roads found in ANS: cities and urban areas What does the exit mean only when hanging over the lanes of the highway? ANS:If you in those lanes, immediately exit
separate broken yellow lines _____. ANS:Two-way/lane roads that you can legally pass through. Broken yellow lines are used for: ANS: two lanes with two-lane traffic When is the only time you need to enter two-way left-turn lanes placed in the middle of two-way roads? When is the only time you need to introduce two-way left-turn lanes
in the middle of a road? ANS: To make a safe turn to the left. Where should you stop at intersections that do not have stop lines? Where should you stop at intersections where there are no stop lines? ANS: Before pedestrian crossing. The barrels along the road are designed as an impact amplifier in case of accidents. True or false?
ANS:B) False If you accelerate through a work area, your speeding penalty may be _____. ANS:Doubled What do broken white lines mean? ANS: It is a one-way path and can be passed, if it is safe. Aceble Level 1, Chapter 5: Letting My Traffic Flow What Should Turn Signals Be Used for? 1. Remove from curb 2. Lane change 3. Turning
All choices are correct ANS:All options are correct In addition to the left turn signal light, what is another way to point a left turn? ANS:Point your left arm directly through the left window. If your vehicle's brake lights are not working properly, you can indicate a stop by pointing your arm down the left window. True or false? ANS:TRUE When
should you avoid passing a vehicle on the road? 1. You are less than 100 feet from a railroad intersection or crossing. 2. You are on a hill or curve. 3. You are less than 100 feet from a bridge or tunnel. All options are correct ANS:All options are correct You are driving on the road and want to pass the vehicle in front of you. What's the first
thing you have to do? A) Shake your arm out of window B) Check if everything is clear C) Honk your horn to avoid surprising driver D) All options are incorrect ANS:B) Check if everything is clear When passing by a two-lane road, you should first make sure it is clear to start passing by doing what? As you pass a two-lane road, you must
first ensure that it's clear to start going through ___. A) Checking your side mirrors B) Checking the rear view AND side mirrors C) Horning the horn D) You cannot go through a two-lane ANS:B road) Checking the rearview mirror and side mirrors When passing a vehicle, when can it be moved again? ANS:When you can see the car in
your rearview mirror. is being passed through a vehicle on your left. What should I do? is being passed through a vehicle on your left. What should I do? A) All options Wrong B) Move to left lane as soon as possible C) Accelerate to lock the vehicle from passing D) Stay on the right edge of your lane and maintain or reduce your ANS
speed: D) Stay on the right edge of your lane and maintain or reduce your speed Stella is driving in the right lane of a multi-lane road , but she needs to make a left turn that is going up by 50 feet. What should I do? Stella is driving in the right lane of a multi-lane road, but needs to make a left turn that is going up by 50 feet. What should I
do? ANS:Drive past the turn and move on until you find a safe place to turn around When turning left, you don't need to give in to approaching traffic. True or false? ANS:FALSE How far should you point to before turning? Signal at least ___ feet before turning. ANS:100 feet Do not pass within ___ feet of a railroad junction or intersection.
ANS:100 ft What should you do if you need to be in the right lane after turning left? ANS:After completing your turn, signal and move right You can only __ in the center turn lane A) Park B) turn right C) turn left D) turn left The center turn lane can only be used for ____. ANS: left turns. Which of the following parking spots do you need a
permit for? What parking spaces do you need a permit for? ANS:Disabled parking spaces. Which of the following park locations do you need a permit for? ANS:Disabled parking space When should turn signals be used? ANS:turn, change lanes, pull a curb Shouldn't you park your vehicle within how many feet of a fire hydrant? ANS:15
feet Which of the following is a legal place to park? A) On a pedestrian crossing B) On a bridge C) Within 15 feet of a fire hydrant D) None of these are correct ANS:D) None of these are correct Riley needs to park on the paved road at night. What is a thing you need to do? Riley needs to park on a paved road at night. What should I do?
1. Leave room for other vehicles to pass through. 2. Make sure people can see it from at least 200 feet in both directions. 3. Leave the headlights on and the headlights. All options are correct ANS:All options are correct (be usable, leave room, dimmed headlights and parking lights on) the mother has a physical disability. Borrow your car
to go to the grocery store and parks in one of the spaces reserved for customers with disabilities in advance. Was this correct? ANS: No, he's not driving his mother, who has a disability. When parking in parallel, what's the first thing to do? Ans: up even with the front car, about two feet from space. Where should you place your car to start
parallel parking? ANS:Align even with the car in front of your place. The parallel parking is: ANS:parking along a curb between 2 fixed objects When parking uphill with a curb, turn the front wheels towards the _. ANS:street When parking uphill with a curb, turn the front wheels away from what? When station uphill with a curb, turn the front
wheels away from the _____. _____. Sidewalk. If you are parking downhill on a curb, turn the wheels _. ANS:Towards the sidewalk If parked downhill, turn the wheels towards ______. ANS:curb When parking downhill, turn the wheels __ A) Towards the outer curb B) Straight ahead C) Towards the center of highway D) Up ANS:A)
Towards the outside curb It is illegal to the coast downhill with the transmission or gears in neutral. True or false? ANS:A) Where are your blind spots? ANS:Blind spots are on the left and right sides of your vehicle and are not visible in your mirror. To compensate for blind spots, quickly look left and right over the shoulder and stay in the
blind spots of other vehicles. ANS:FALSE The area around your car you can't see is called ____. ANS: The hidden operating space of the vehicle. What is the example of something that might be in your hidden operating space? ANS: pets, children and toys. Drivers should keep ____ of the tracking distance between them and the car
they are following. ANS:3 seconds If the road gets wet or full, should you do what? ANS:Reduce the speed and increase the next distance. It should decrease the next distance when a road is wet or crowded. ANS:FALSE In what situation should the headlights go down? A) When driving in fog, heavy rain, snow, sleet, or dust B) Within
500 feet of a vehicle approaching C) Within 300 feet behind a D vehicle) All options are correct ANS:D) All options are correct You are driving on the road an hour before sunset, but you can barely make the vehicle 500 feet in front of you. What should you do? ANS: Turn on the headlights. During what period of time you have to use the
ANS headlights: You should use your headlights from 30 minutes after sunset up to 30 minutes before sunrise When driving on the highway, shouldn't you do what? ANS:Accelerate traffic flow. Emma needs to get off the road. What's the first thing you need to do? Emma's about to get off the road. What does she do first? ANS:Enter the
exit lane. How can road hypnosis be avoided? A) Do not drive with hypnosis B) Stop every 5 hours or 300 miles C) Do not drive more than 8 hours a day and stop every 2 hours or 100 miles D) Do not drive more than 12 hours a day ANS:C) Do not drive more than 8 hours a day and stop every 2 hours or 100 miles What should you do if
your car starts skiing? ANS:Smooth the pressure of the gas pedal and turn the steering wheel in the direction you want to go. If you drive on the pavement, what should you do? If you drive off the pavement, you must __________. ANS:Take the wheel well and remove the foot from the gas pedal. If you drive off the pavement, you should
_. ANS: Lower the gas, hold the steering wheel Stella is driving down a steep hill. She must keep her self ___________ to help _________. in a higher gear, slow down your vehicle B) light, accelerate c) on a lower gear, accelerate your vehicle D) in a lower gear, slow down your VEHICLE ANS:D) in a lower gear, slow down your vehicle
What do you do to apply to the state before starting drivers ed? ANS:A parent taught drivers Ed package. Package.
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